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COL L EGE CH I CAGO 
by ALBERT WILLIAMS 
The texts in this edition of the Columbia College 
Chicago Theater Center journal Dialogue were creat-
ed for Soto, Not A/one, an evening of performance 
by Theater Department faculty, alums and students. 
The program was developed for the Critical 
Encounters, the college's AIDS education initiative 
during the 2006-2007 school year- 25 years since 
the emergence of the AIDS epidemic. 
In 1981. when I was editor of Chicago GayUfe 
newspaper. I covered the first stories of mysterious 
clusters of a rare cancer called Kaposi's sarcoma in 
the gay communities of New York and California. 
The disease was initially reported as "gay cancer"-
an identification that carried political as well as 
medical implications. The administration of 
President Ronald Reagan- intimidated by the power 
of right-wing religious leaders (like Jerry Falwell) who 
declared that the disease was God's retribution 
against homosexuals-failed to respond with the 
research funding and moral leadership the crisis 
demanded. The mainstream press was also wary of 
offending readers by paying "too much" attention to 
a "gay concern." Because of this sluggish reaction, 
a disease whose progress might have been stopped 
early developed into a global pandemic. (The politi-
cal and media establishment's reprehensible non-
response to AIDS is vividly chronicled in the book 
And the Band Played On, by journalist Randy Shilts. 
and in Larry Kramer's drama The Normal Heart.) 
As the widespread implications of the nameless dis-
ease started to become apparent, liberals in Congress 
stepped in where conservatives and the closeted gays 
in the Reagan administration feared to tread. In 
1982, I attended a conferenoe in Washington, D.C., 
at which health officials, oongressional staffers, gay 
activists, and representatives of hemophiliac organiZa-
tions met to coordinate response. Topping the agenda 
was the question of how to talk about the disease-
including what to call it. At this point it was still infor-
mally referred to as "Gay-Related Immune Deficiency, .. 
or GRID. After sometimes heated debate, the disease 
was formally designated ':<\cquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome"-aka AIDS. 
The question of how to talk about AIDS was compli-
cated by the problem of how to talk about gay peo-
ple, which was a subject a lot of folkS-even in the 
oh-so-sophisticated wortd of theater- didn't want to 
talk about. Take the situation of Larry Sloan-the 
"Larry" mentioned in Susan Padveen's solo perfor-
mance piece in this journal. Larry was the Goodman 
Theatre's public relations assistant in 1982, when 
the theater presented Estelle Parsons in Miss 
Margarida's Way. After the opening, Larry and I 
escorted the playwright, a Brazilian exile named 
Roberto Athayde, to an Old Town gay disco. While 
the flamboyant Roberto whirled and danced to his 
own reflection dressed in a floor length fur coat, 
Larry shyty hung back against the wall. He asked me 
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not to mention he'd been there with us because 
"they· didn' t know he was gay. "They" meaning his 
Goodman bosses, I guess. My reaction was-huh?! 
That was when I started to realize that there were 
people in the theater who were gay but closeted , 
and everyone knew they were, you know, that way, 
but it was OK as long as no one mentioned it in 
"mixed company." 
AIDS changed all that. With AIDS, if you didn't talk 
about homosexuality, people might die. If you didn't 
say you were gay, you might die. But if you did say 
you were gay, you might get fired, or kicked out of 
your home, or beaten up, or killed. People got mad 
as hell , and closet doors started slamming open. 
AIDS made it easier for gay and straight people to 
talk to each other. Scientific progress in the diagno-
sis and treatment of AIDS was accompanied by 
legal and political progress in protecting civil rights 
and fighting hate crimes, as most Americans 
responded with compassion. AIDS made people 
realize how real and present and precious and frag-
ile in their lives gay people were. 
When Chicago actor J. Pat Miller and stage manag-
er Tom Biscotto-both Goodman mainstays-died 
of AIDS in 1985, that went a long way toward dis-
pelling the "don't ask don't tell" homophobia Larry 
Sloan had feared. I was one of a group of people 
who produced Arts Against AIDS, a benefit perfor-
mance in Miller and Biscotto·s memory. The show 
ran for four hours and included many Chicago lumi-
naries: Gary Cole and D.W. Moffett in a scene from 
The Normal Heart (in which Moffett was then star-
ring off-Broadway), Frank Galati doing an opera par-
ody, stand-up comic Aaron Freeman, the Second 
City ensemble, actors Ross Lehman and Larry 
Coven in a gay-straight dialogue, Eddie Balchowsky 
the one-handed pianist (he'd lost an arm in the 
Spanish Civil War), and many more. We packed 
600 people at ten bucks a pop into the main stage 
of Second City, which seats 300. When I nervously 
asked Second City producer Joyce Sloane what to 
do if the fire department came, she looked up from 
her desk and said calmly, "Tell them it's sold out 
and they can't get in." 
Arts Against AIDS brought together theater people 
of all persuasions, fighting the stigma of AIDS while 
raising funds for those affected by it. The event 
launched the Biscotto-Miller Fund, which initially 
gave financial assistance to Chicago theater artists 
with AIDS (the mission has since expanded to 
include other catastrophic illnesseS/accidents). 
The fund is administered by Season of Concern 
(www.seasonofconcern.org), which also supports 
local care organizations. As it happens, Season of 
Concem's first executive director was . . . Larry 
Sloan, who by then was not only openly gay but 
openly HIV-positive. Larry ran the charity from 
1988 until his death in 1995. 
The following monologues address AIDS from 
various perspectives-black and white, gay and 
straight, female and male, young and middle-aged. 
All these writer-performers have been touched by 
AIDS- but then, just about everyone in the theater 
has been. It's interesting to note that the youngest 
artists represented here weren't even born when the 
AIDS epidemic began. 
The good news is, people today know how to talk 
about AIDS. The bad news is, we still have to. 
Albert Williams, a 2003 inductee into che City of 
Chicago's Gay ancl Lesbian Hall of Fame, cofacilitaies the 
Musical Theater Perfonnance Major ac Columbia College. 
He writes on theater and film for 
the Chicago Reader ancl has also 
written for the New York Times 
Book Review, Entertainment 
Weekly, the Chicago Tribune ancl 
Chicago Sun-Times. and The 
Advocate. Photo by J.B. Spector. 
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• 
by DERRICK TR UM BLY 
Derrick is leaning on the back wall of the theater. 
Lights up on him back there. 
Summer of 2001 . My friend Marty turns to me and 
says, "I know this guy who knows this @JY Who's HIV 
positive." 
I say, "Damn. That sucks. Do I know 'em?" 
"'No." 
· r m kinda hungry, you wanna get some tacos?" 
That was 2001. 
Light change as he moves to center stage. 
Now ifs 2005. My connection to AIDS has become 
closer in degrees. I talk about it. I read about it. I 
hear stories. But there's still a protective barrier for 
me. I'm straight, and when it comes to the "HIV" 
being so is kinda like a shield. 
AIDS is like Dustin Hoffman . . . or James Earl 
Jones. You see them but it's in Marathon Man or 
Field of Dreams; through a television screen. You 
know they exist, but they're not quite real. You 
talk about them. Read about them. Hear stories. 
But to see them in person; to shake their hands. 
They are not the same. They are suddenly human. 
They are flesh and blood. 
Resh and blood. 
Light change as he moves toward boxes. 
It's 2005. A man I work for has an infection in his 
blood. I hear about i t. Talk about it. Read about it. 
But never about a friend of mine, whom I know 
and respect; a friend I laugh with and work for 
coping with it. 
Now don' t worry, he's not bed ridden. He's not 
puking up everything he puts in his mouth. He's 
not shitting himself. He's not incapable of taking 
care of himself. He's no burden to any of his 
loved ones. He's not reliant on others who are 
waiting for him to die. For their freedom. He·s not 
frail, fragile, breakable. He's not losing his hair. 
He's not being abandoned by those he thought 
would be there for him. 
It's not like that at all. 
He·s waiting for all that to happen. 
Jeff Spinetti, the pacifist, sometimes annoyingly 
too quick to avoid confrontation, is waiting day by 
day for the shit to hit the fan. 
The light is on him sitting on the boxes. 
We're in the No Exit Cafe in Rogers Park. 
Jeff turns to me, his big brown Italian puppy 
dog eyes stare me down, "I live with disease," 
he says. "I am trying to cope." He finishes off 
his half-empty glass of merlot. Looks at me again 
and nods his head. 
Avoiding his stare I see my gJass of Amstel-it 
was half-full until now. 
Why did he tell me this? 
The room is filled with dusty old knicknacks vomit-
ed out of the 60's. Plastic purple table cloths with 
splotches of spilt wine separate the reality of the 
wood tables from the empty wine glasses and 
slow burning candles that sit on them. The candle 
light flickers and I become aware that Jeff is still 
looking at me. 
I decide to meet his intensity. 
I see his unwillingness to name the disease by it's 
initials. Afraid mention of it will bring on that long 
awaited confrontation. As if by not saying "HIV," 
or ''AIDS," he can pretend he doesn't have it. His 
blood is fine. Your blood is fine, Jeff. You're fine. 
Worry and fear, despair, denial, love of life comes 
shooting at me from those eyes and I cannot pro-
tect myself. (Takes boxes, one in each hand as he 
says this. The boxes are his "stains.") My shield 
runs as thin as those plastic purple table cloths 
and I become twice as stained. 
It's all a fucking mirage until you feel it. 
Derrick is an '05 graduate of CCC. While at CCC he 
was Marius in Les Miserables, Able in Miracle, Gari in 
Self Tourture and Strenuous Excercise, MacHeath in 
The Three Penny Opera, and the Baker in Into the 
Woods. Since graduation he has appeared in Theatre 
Building Chicago's Stages Festival production of The 
Frog Prince, as the Frog Prince, Theo Ubique's produc, 
tion of The FantastickS as Matt, The 25th Annual 
Putnam County Spelling Bee at Drury Lane Water Tower 
Place as Leaf Coneybear, and 
Marriott Lincolnshire ·s 
Shenandoah! as Tinkham and 
understudy for Sam. He is a 
founding member of Blue Moon 
Studio Theater, wNw. blue 
moonstudiotheater.com. 
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A bartender, reading a newspaper. 
Hey. how you doing? What'II it be? Manhattan. Perfect. I believe I'll join you. 
He mixes and se,ves two Manhattan cocktails during the course of the 
monologue. 
That's crazy, I was just reading about Manhattan, and cocktails, and it 
all reminded me of the man who taught me how to make a Manhattan. 
Weird. The cocktail part . . . there's this form of HIV "cocktail therapy." It's 
a combination of pharmaceutical drugs and vitamins that you take when 
you're HIV positive, to keep from getting full-blown AIDS. This cocktail really 
can prolong your life, and i t can also cause all kinds of complications. 
These super drugs have names like superheroes: Abacavir, "Have no fear, 
ABACAVIR!" Trevida, "for your T-cells." Ziagen. Sustiva, "I am the POWER!" 
These cocktails can cost upwards of 11 grand a year. 
Here's the Manhattan part: 
MANHATTAN I was reading that these kinda orgy clubs are springing up in Manhattan (and other cities 
byWILL CASEY 
I suppose} where these high 
rollers are engaging in unprotected sex with strangers. You gotta get tested 
for STD's before you can be in the club, I guess, but man . . . one of the 
guys that goes to these clubs was saying that he wasn't worried about 
catching HIV anyway, since the "cocktail" could keep you from getting 
sick. This guy was willing to spend more than ELEVEN THOUSAND 
DOLLARS A YEAR on medications, just so he could have unprotected sex. 
"HIV is no big deal anymore. It's just like having herpes, dude. I can deal 
with it. I've got health insurance, I've got money, I've got connections, I've 
got friends. I've got chlamydia. I've got syphilis. I've got_ anal warts. I've got 
Kaposi's sarcoma. I've got AIDS." 
I think I'd rather wear a condom. I mean, I'm not one of these guys who's 
got issues with sensitivity and condoms. I'm plenty sensitive down there, 
as far as I'm concerned you could put a condom, a rubber glove, and a 
steel-belted radial on that sucker and I'm still gonna get my rocks off! 
I know, I know, a woman's clitoris is supposed to be the most sensitive 
thing in the world, but when I can get wood just watching an old rerun of 
I Dream of Jeannie, that's pretty sensitive! 
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Anyway, that article made me think about this guy I knew in high school, Tim Halley. He was valedictorian of 
his c lass at Durango High School, Durango, Colorado. Smartest guy I knew in high school, he was a good 
guy to have as a lab partner in chemistry class. We got to be pretty good friends in student council, drama 
club, thespian society, speech team, and we were in CYO together at the same church. We went on a cou-
ple of · searches" together, sort of a weekend-long retreat for Catholic high school kids. That's where we first 
became buddies and where I found out what a wicked sense of humor he had. 
I had a pretty good idea that Tim was attracted to me, but nothing 
ever came of it because Tim certainly couldn't come out of the clos-
et in Durango, Colorado in the mid-?O's. It's the kind of place you 
could get chained to a truck bumper and taken for a drag just for 
being "a goodamn queer: · So he stayed in the c loset until he went 
away to college in Houston, and then wrote for a newspaper there. 
Tim contracted HIV, got full-blown AIDS and died. The "cocktail " 
d idn't exist when Tim got sick, and I doubt he could have afforded 
it anyway. Could you? 
I can almost hear Tim riffing on this story, I mean he was a 
reporter, I think he would have been doing some kind of Monty 
Python kind of version of an Old Testament prophet, "REPENT!! 
REPENT OF YOUR SINS, PERNICIOUS, EVIL, WAYWARD MAN! 
REPENT! THE END IS NIGH!! WEAR A RAINCOAT ON THY SILLY 
DICK! " 
He was a funny guy, Tim Halley. 
He raises his glass in a toast. 
To Tim. 
He drinks. 
Now, that's my kinda cocktail. . . 
Okay, gotta go? One Manhattan, let's see that'll be eleven 
thousand dollars. Just kidding. It's on me. 
He returns to reading his newspaper. 
Will Casey has been with Columbia's Theater 
department since 1999 and he is the advisor 
for Theater maj ors. He also acts and directs 
for the stage. 
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A woman is putting on her makeup in the dressing 
room of a public space where a benefit is being held. 
Welcome ladies and gentlemen to the 9th annual AIDS 
Awareness Benefit Ball. As chairman of the AABB I am 
pleased to give Mr. Mr. our prestigious · Earth Saint· 
award faor his time, talent, and of course tender that 
he has bestowed upon this worthy cause. 
Mister Mister 
and 
the 
Mr. Mr. has been involved in our organization since its by AS HLEY NEAL 
conception 10 years ago. He is a man of huge gen-
erosity and as it so happens, girth. But before I present this award I would like to 
spend a little time talking about an exciting new development in the AABB that 
would not have been possible if it were not for the generosity of Mr. Mr. 
Ladies and gentlemen. the statistics for this despicable disease are changJng. 
Approximately 42% of the 21.8 million adults living with HIV/AIDS world· 
wide are women. And this p<oportion is growing. More than 75% of all 
adult HIV infections result from heterosexual intercourse. More than 
42 million people are living with HIV/AIDS and 7 4 percent of these 
infected people live in (she reaches for the word repeating it sev-
eral times) sub-saharan Africa. It is estimated that the amount 
needed to address HIV/AIDS prevention, care, and support in 
low to middle income countries is 37 billion billion dollars. 
Our goals include raising money to nourish the sick in impov-
erished countries. Building new hospitals in urban and 
remote places to house and care for those who are affect-
ed by HIV/AIDS. And also meeting with leaders worldWide 
to help better prevent this epidemic from gro1ving stronger. 
Our mission with this distinct new vision is to raise a glob-
al awareness of this deadly disease and thereby promote 
new research, more funding, and create a new responsi-
bility for the people all over the world. And perhaps indi-
viduals. People. Alone. Can achieve a. Large impact and 
even. Change. Through just one. Small. Action. 
She /eaves for the stage. 
Ashley Neal is recen1 g,adua1e from the Columbia College Chicago tfie-
ater <1epar1men1. She is a/so a member of Riven-Oell llleat,e Ensemble 
and can be seen in lheir upcoming pro<fucuon of Fresh Produce. Ashley 
/o1,es Chicago·s diverse lheal/e communily and has enjoyed v.on<ing wiV1 
organizations such as: Rlvendeil n,eave Ensemble, g,easyjoan and co., 
Chicago Dramatisis, American llleaire Company, A Random Draw. Danzthealre 
Festival. Theaire Hikes, Citadel Thealle, and many mo,e. Thanks 10 Susan who has 
had a 5'/0ng influence on me as an artist and continues IO inspi,e me. 
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byPAUL AMANDES 
I hate AIDS- I hate talking about AIDS. 
It's all about: SEX & DEATH. DEATH & SEX! 
It makes me think of a vaudeville act: 2 guys 
with lisps named Seth & Dex!! 
(Lateral lisp.) "Hello my baby, hello my condom, 
hello my STDs ... ,. 
You're OK with me talkin' about Death. Seeing as how 
old I am. But, you do not want me to talk about Sex. 
Seeing as how old I am.- Sorry-you done come to 
the wrong show. 
So- I'm taking a Solo Performance class here at Columbia 
about a year and a half ago. Great class. For the Final, 
I do a piece about my ragey-nuts mother. Afterward, 
a colleague of mine approaches me and says: 
"It's so great to hear a performance piece that isn't 
all : 'Oh my penis! (grab crotch; jump up & down/-
Oh my vagina !"' I get what he means-but, ya 
Seth 
know-I never really have grown up. And SEX occupies 
my cranial space as much as it does-well, yours. 
I can spend a wonderful night making love with my wife-
then leave the house the next morning feeling loved and 
renewed and fully alive- but. when a business women 
in fuck-me pumps struts by, her breasts bobbing with 
corporate purpose- my eyes lock on like a falcon's 
focusing on a squirrel scampering across the snow. 
I suppose all straight men notice Breasts. It's hard-wired 
into us. They're so permanently 3-dimensional and so 
near eye-level. They practically bellow for recognition or 
at least acknowledgment: (wiggle) "We are Breasts! 
See us bounce; just below your eye-line!!" (cont. 
wiggle) Hey! I'm up here! (grab boobs; jump up 
& down) Oh my breasts! Oh my breasts! Oh 
my- breasts! 
Everybody's sexual! 
Ya know, there's a children's book called · EVERYBODY 
POOPS. · You seen it? Your parents read it to you? 
Good. Tbere·s no text, just illustrations of various peo-
ple andl they·re all pooping. Mostly adults, but there 
.._.,,are-a few children, even pets. On every page someone 
is releasing little brown spheres of animated excre-
ment. Everybody Poops! It's normal! It's healthy! It's a 
really important part of being human. Don't get 
obsessed about it, but don·t get hung up on it either. 
Defecation- a great equalizer of humanity. 
Perhaps we need a new book for people-once we 
pass into puberty: EVERYBODY COMES. No words-
just colorful illustrations of people of all ages having 
a good healthy orgasm. Everybody Comes! Alone-
in couples- in a group. 
Here's a quaint illustration of Rev. Simmons on his 
big sofa watching TV. A broad smile is on his kind, 
round face. A great white plume of airborne semen 
festoons above his manipulated erection. 
Here's Mrs. Wickham, the grade school principal. 
She's also smiling. She's in bed with her Wesley 
Snipes fan magazine and a vibrator. 
On page 3, here's the friendly old septuagenarian cross-
ing guard crew eng.,ged in a 3 -way. Eve,yb<ldy Comes! 
Oh, yes, there are asexual frigid people who claim 
they've never had an orgasm ... There are also people 
who claim to eat wood and have farts that smell of 
lilacs! Come on! For all intents and purposes-
Everybody Comes! It's normal! It's healthy! It's a real-
ly important part of being human. Don't get obsessed 
about it, but don°t get hung up on it either. 
ORGASM- another great equalizer of humanity. 
Look how many more of you have now crossed your 
arms and le~! Over there was the line-and over 
here-is me. 
OK-It's 1992 & I'm getting a vasectomy. My chil-
dren are-1-1 & 9 years old. Been married 12 years to 
a wife who loves me deeply and I, her. With our life 
• 
together, 2 kids are plenty & these are pretty great 
kids. What a great family! Still- as soon as I get my 
vasectomy. one of the 1st thoughts that flies, uninvit -
ed, through my head is: 
··Hey, I could have sex with any woman now & not 
get her pregnant!'' 
Comes out of nowhere! 
This never occurs to me before the Big Snip-Job. 
I bury this thought way down deep below the septic 
tanks of my subconscious. 
But 7 months later- I am indeed with "any-woman"! 
She wistfully mourns my not being single. She 
bemoans the list of loser boyfriends left behind in 
her path: musicians, actors, businessmen from New 
Zealand, whatever. She's pleasant and intelligent. 
Tons of baggage. She suggests Julia Roberts with 
her smile and willowy profile, if not her bust-line. 
She says she finds me terribly attractive because 
I'm such a responsible, family-type man. I find it 
terribly attractive that she finds me terribly attrac-
tive. Faux-Julia has a libido-that matches mine. 
She smiles, the clothes melt away, & .. . 
·what about a condom?" she whispers. 
· Don 't need one. Vasectomy last year. Tested steri le 
& good to go!" 
And she is on me like fate on a hitch-hiker. Oh my 
penis! Oh her vagina! 
This is our one fuck- (aside) after a couple weeks 
of sexual hyphen "-jobs." 
It's a stupid & clumsy affair. During this time, I 
never stop feeling loved: by my wife, my family, my 
friends-or feeling love for them. I have a good life! 
But, my little penis-ego just can't believe that some-
one-who-hasn't-promised-herself-to-me actually 
wants to fuck li'I ol' me! (Gomer Pyle) Oh my penis?! 
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BUILD!) R'.JCKIJG! SEXUAL INTERCOURSE. COPULAT-
ING, FORNICATING. RlJTTING. ~ NG LOVE. HOOKIN' 
UP. KNOCKIN' BOOTS. HIDIN' TtiE SAUSAGE. HUMPING. 
BOINKING. SCHTUPPtNG. OOIN' m 
The truth ~ toJd, I'm pretty much a carnal nerd. In 
my whol, t fe, ~have only had full -out sexual inter-
course w,t l\, 8 different women: I gladly gave up my 
boy-cher~ at 16 to the gir1 who would eventually 
become my wife. 
l ben, the~ was the big city college girl who loved 
me like, well, like a mail-order sex toy. Then-this 
one-time tryst. One salvo of the spermless semen-
into a 33-year-old who found my responsibility to be 
such a turn-on. 
OK- I get home. I shower. I bury every thought 
about this " indiscretion" (again) way down below 
those septic tankS of my subconscious. I re-affirm 
my love & joy for my family & my friends & my 
church & my theater & my music. My life! 
Strangely, the year before all this, my brother had 
an affair & he wound up leaving his wife: a woman 
I"d known for a long time, who's a good friend . 
She'd confide in me often about her sorrow & anger 
regarding my brother. (Ironic, huh?) 
Sometime after my ·unauthorized bush-whacking· 
(which I do not confide in her) my sister-in-law 
informs me that she has gotten an AIDS test-
because at one point, my brother was fucking both 
her and his new lover. Her AIDS test turns out nega-
tive. AIDS?!! 
Yes, it is 1993-but-AIDS is still way off my 
personal atlas. AIDS?! Shit! rm not gay! I'm no 
junkie! I mean, damn- I was feeling so-full-of-oats-
cocky about my vasectomy. "Hey-nothing to worry 
about with me! I'm a premium Sun-humped navel 
orange! All juice, no seed! Gone forever is the fear of 
gettin' anyone knocked up!!' 
But now-here comes this fuckin' AIDS! THE DEATH 
FUCK!! Oh my penis. Oh, her vagina ! 
Julia-Lite had been fucking musicians! Fucking 
fuckin' musicians! ! Talk about ships in the night! A 
musician's cock is l ike a waste-hauling barge on the 
sanitation canal! God only knows . ... ! ! 
I see an ad in the paper. The local hospital is offer-
ing free anonymous AIDS testing. I immediately ride 
my bike there-and in the hospital's lobby, I run 
into half the people I know in town. It kinda slipped 
my mind that this is the same hospital and the 
same lab that handled my vasectomy! Duh! 
I manage to get a nurse I don't know. I get the test. 
The results: negative! Yay. (Pause.) 
3 years later, I tell my wife, we work on our mar-
riage and now here I am talking to you about it. 
"Hey! Paul, this isn't funny anymore!!" "Premature 
ejaculation? Now, that's funny.• "Your sweatpants 
being on backwards as you retur'\'.rom stuffing the 
homecoming float? L.0.L.- Hystencal! ' 
AIDS? It's not funny! 
SEX & DEATH. 
"Well- no one gets AIDS rrom one single unprotect-
ed romp, right?!" 
Actually, I know of at least 3 women, back in the 
day, who got pregnant from one single fuck! 
A friend of mine told me recently about a woman 
she knew who died of AIDS in her 70s. It was all 
very hush-hush. Most of the folks at her funeral 
never even knew. The woman had contracted AIDS 
from her philandering husband. He had died many 
years earlier. (BIG PAUSE.) 
SEX & DEATH. Oh my penis ... Oh my penis ... (exiting.) 
Paul Amandes is an actor-director-
p/a-y,lright-sin~r-guitarist-song.vriter. 
2007: directed a imPERFECT BAL-
ANCE for the Women's At1s Series; is 
wririn{!/re-wriring 3 scripts and 
recording a CD of his songs. 
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1 Comment 
by SUSAN PADVEEN 
I have two stories for you: about two people you 
probably don't know and one you may. And the 
one you may knows the one 
you don 't, cause, we're all 
connected, aren' t we. I know 
you, you know him, he knows 
her .. . (acknowledging people 
in the audience) I have always 
been afraid of breast cancer. 
It was a somewhat irrational 
fear when I was eighteen, but 
it could have happened. I 
imagined mastectomies like 
beheadings, seeing mini guillotines especially 
made for breasts, chopping, chopping off the dis-
ease. I was not afraid of AIDS. It couldn't hit me. 
I was a heterosexual white woman. He, she, she, 
he, he, me. 
When I went to Toronto from Chicago to be 
processed for my green card, I had to have an 
AIDS test. I would never have chosen to do it; I 
remember waiting for the test results. wondering 
what it would feel like after the diagnosis. I had 
been a buddy through the Howard Brown Clinic, 
helping people with AIDS. But it was distant. 
Not associated with me intimately. Other people 
(pointing at audience). Him or him. He, she, she. 
he, he, me. 
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It's so strong this memory. Play is on. Darkness. 450 people 
breathing together, communal. Suddenly, a rustle in the seats. 
Bodies swiftly moving along the rows like humped-back animals 
as if to the percussive beat coming from on stage, trying not to 
create a stir, creating more of one by trying. Lights in the lobby 
go on. I leave my seat to find out what's wrong. My theater after 
all. I make my way through the small group of house managers, 
friends surrounding someone on the floor. I hear an unfamiliar 
thin voice, nasal, weak until I see the face that comes into focus 
as I bend down, realize it is Larry. He smiles up 
at me. I say "Hey, it's me, Susan." ''You look 
great from down here," he says. It's a Larry 
joke. They still keep pouring out, despite the 
vessel's frailty. I take his hand. I bite my sad-
ness, joke back with him, until his friend 
returns and helps him out to a wait ing cab. It 
is unfathomable, this weight on my heart as I 
see him supported out to the door. He has left 
us. He's here for a while longer, but he really 
has left us. 
First viewing, years ea~ier-he's in a narrow 
doorway, large frame filling it, ·what do you 
think of this jacket. It's silk. I'm wearing it to a 
wedding. Do you like it? Who are you? Oh, 
great, welcome.· With the golden jacket, shock 
of curly black hair, slightly stooped shoulders, 
he is very Jew from New York, very in your 
face. ''You have tremendous boobies. Wow." 
And he's gone. I turn to the woman whose 
office I si t in. She chortles, no other way to 
define it. "That's Larry, you'll get to know him 
better over time. He's a character." I didn 't think people still used 
that expression. But he was. And I did, I think. You know someone 
like Larry? Loved someone like Larry? 
Ed was quiet. sometimes you didn't know he'd told a joke till 
minutes later, when you out of the blue saw his Cheshire grin. 
He was bi, apparently. He started getting the telltale thinness, 
the excess skin- ''AIDS diet, guaranteed to work, but you won't 
necessarily be around long enough to enjoy the results." 
He, she, she, he, he, me. 
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I become the pet intern-"Do you want to see a show at Marriott 
Lincolnshire? Maybe we'll find someone for Hey, Stay Awhile, it'll 
be fun, come with me." It was a snowstorm, out of season. As we 
drove through the blizzard, unable to see anything beside or in 
front of us, I'm thinking, terror in the tips of my fingers, what am I 
doing in this car with what is really a total stranger in this town 
that two months ago I didn't even know existed, what am I doing 
here? Larry sang show tunes. That gene, the show tune gene you 
can't get unless you're gay? He had it in spades. But he wasn't 
gay. He introduced me to past girlfriends. Talked about blind dates 
he was getting set up on. It was confusing. I asked workmates-
they rolled their eyes. ·He·s just not 'out.'" It wouldn't go over well 
in the theatre that Mamet helped to build. I ask him directly, he 
avoids the question, smiling. They offer me a job. I say yes. It had 
been Larry·s doing. And he asked for nothing in return really. Just 
undying loyalty. That smile again. I could do that. I started think-
ing, maybe he's not gay, maybe there's something there . .. 
And just as the confusion becomes more personal, ·susan, you 
know nothing's going to happen with us, rigJ1t. . . I've been seeing 
Joe. Well, not really seeing, seeing, but ... I think it migJ1t really 
happen with him." He had spent weeks wining and dining this 
totally straight actor, never getting it that he and the others like 
him were just using Larry to further their careers: that they were 
keeping one tiny step ahead of the actual straigJ1t-up invitation to 
bed. But it seemed to pacify Larry. And i t kept him from having to 
actually go ahead and have a relationship. A homosexual relation-
ship. And no one could say anything if he was hanging out with 
straight guys, watching the game, having some brews. 
But sometime in there Larry must have been having actual sex 
with someone. In some bar, in some back room. Because he got 
it. You see, you don't use a condom if you aren't having gay sex. 
If you aren't admitting you're gay. If you tell the world you're look-
ing for the right girl. And that's how that went. 
I didn't know Ed really well at all. Friend of a friend. The disease was 
swift. I remember seeing him at a party at Christmas. Then all of a 
sudden, I heard he was in the hospital, in a hospice, at home to die. 
In the eigJ1ties, AIDS was a death sentence. You didn't know exact· 
ly how and you might not know exactly when, but death was wait-
ing for you . My first experience: I make a phone call to hook up 
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partner A living here in Chicago to partner B living in small town 
Newfoundland, subverting parents who want to punish partner A for 
killing their son. That one had started on a walk in Grant Park, a con-
fession that partner B had a blemish on his leg, my saying, with all 
conviction, "I'm sure it's nothing, don't worry." It 
was something. It was Caposi's Sarcoma. It was 
death as a disappearing act. First out of clothes 
that no longer fit, out of job as weakness set in, 
then out of country, as insurance refused to care 
for him and he returned to his hometown. Looking 
like birth marks, but marking death instead. 
No chopping of boobies. Just pills and creams, 
dementia and the wait. 
He, she, she, he, he, me. I found out about Ed 
long after I had already succumbed. About his 
relationship with her. No choice for me. Just the 
waiting. 
But me, I'm a nice Jewish girt from Canada. 
I can count partners on my fingers. 
Don't need to go to toes. 
Larry had an infectious sense of humor, rooted in 
an amazing intellect. We're at a restaurant that no longer exists on 
the corner of Lincoln and Clark, with another "couple." It was post 
some show or other in the evening, we were having coffee, tea, and I 
selected my tea from the box provided. I said, very politely, in my very 
Canadian way, "Constant Comment, please." "I like your shirt, I like 
your pants, I like your shoes, I like your hair ... " Larry could be 
annoying, with his jokes, his knowing everything, having an opinion 
about everything . . . "W-e-e-e-1-1-1- . , . ?'' But he was special. And you 
were special knowing him, having been chosen. And he was chosen, 
like so many others. Like Ed. 
The funeral for Ed was open casket, but you couldn 't see the scars. 
The funeral director had been good. His eyes were shut. I looked 
deep into Ed's eyes before he died, to see if I 
could foresee my own life or death in his. He 
was mum. He slept with her, and then she 
slept 1vith him, and then he slept with me. 
I am white, I am female, I am not exempt. 
Susan Padveen is a freelance direc1or, and 
facul!y memoer in !he Thea!er Deparrment 
at Columbia College Chicago teaching 
acting and direc!ing. 
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by PATRICK DUVALL 
friend of mine told me once that if I ever got sick and 
died of AIDS the thing he would miss about me most 
was my T-Cells. 
Hi, I'm, Patrick. I'm from Texas, and I like to have sex with 
men. Not women. Other men. But I don't have AIDS. And I 
don·t have HIV either, in case you were wondering about 
some slick semantic action on my part. 
You know what I hate? You know what really bugs me? 
When somebody tries to give you AIDS. I was in this gay 
club one night with a straight friend of mine. This rich, 
bald guy walks up and he gives us pills and buys us 
drinks. He keeps trying to pay my friend a million dollars to 
let the guy fuck him, and, of course, my friend said no. 
Well, it comes out at the end of the night, after we·re all 
sloshed, that the guy has a nearly undetectable case of 
HIV, and we probably wouldn't even get it if we fucked him. Bastard. 
You know what else I hate? When people assume that I have HIV. I tried to give blood once at this 
big blood drive they had in high school, but, through a survey, found out that I couldn't because 
I had sex with a man since 1977. So, I go up to this little old nurse with a puff of white hair and 
explain to her that I had only had sex once, and that it was protected, and that I was sure that 
I didn't have HIV. This sweet old woman looked at me like I had just smothered a newborn kitten 
with my asshole, and told me to go back to class. 
And then there's my mother who when I came out to her told me I was going to die of AIDS. We 
were in a down-home, country kinda restaurant chain called the Black Eyed Pea. There was a dead 
duck on the wall, a moose head, a big-ass stuffed buffalo, all staring at me as I bawled my eyes 
out. My mom told me that the worst part about it all was that I was going to die of AIDS. I'm lucky. 
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Other gay folks aren't that lucky. 
My name is Patrick, and I like to get fucked by big dicks. Huge. The bigger the better. 
Sometimes I even like to fuck. "Top" as we call it in the gay sex clubs. And I'm 23 years 
old. I know better than to have sex without a condom. I know better. And I always wear one. 
My difference is based on sex. At least that's what people assume. It's what makes me less 
of a man. And men like to fuck, right? It's what we do, right? So, if I'm a man, then I've got 
to fuck, and if I've got to fuck then I've got to fuck a man, because the thought of fucking a 
woman makes my balls draw up and a sweat to break out all over my body. So, I've got to 
prove it. I'm a man. A real man. And I'm going to fuck as many men as I can to prove that I 
have a penis and testicles, because that's all that being a man is, right? But we all know 
it's more than that, right? I fuck to get back at the calls of faggot I've heard over the years 
while on stage, or presentations in class, or quietly reading my book in the lunchroom. 
I think about my mom and how she never ever ever ever wants to meet anyone that 
I'm with, and how, when I was little, she'd cuddle me up in her arms at night and tell 
me she would always love me as long as I didn't decide I was gay or worship demons. 
One night, I'm a little drunk, and I'm with this guy who's moving things along a little too 
fast. I don't stop him. I let him slide it in me without a condom and I want an adventure. 
I want danger. I'm invincible. It's the hottest thing I've ever felt. Before you know it, I can 
feel him pumping it into me, the sperm I'm sure is filled with the HIV, he's spraying my 
insides with it, and at last I feel that I've proven it. I'm a man. And I want to do it again. 
Three months later I'm at an STD clinic waiting for my test results. I know I'm doomed. I'm 
certain. I can feel the disease in my blood. Angry purplish splotches are already starting to 
cover my skin. I'm going to waste away, and my friends and family won't even recognize 
me. I'm going to go blind. I think about how I like chocolate cake, and hate puppies. I like 
to read books, and listen to music. I want to publish books. and travel the world, and fall in 
love again before I die. But none of that matters. I've just been made into a statistic. I'm 
23. I'm a man that has sex with other men. And I have AIDS. But maybe there'll be a cure 
one day, right? Heh. C'mon. It's been 25 years now, and who gives a shit about a disease 
that kills a bunch of faggots, black folks, and drug addicts anyway? Nobody cares about 
AIDS anymore. They only people that care about AIDS are people like me in places like this. 
But then my number is called, and it turns out I'm clean. ~ ~ ' 
Hi. I'm Patrick. 1·m from Texas. I'm 23. I'm 
gay. I don't have HIV, and I'm lucky. 
Patrick Duvall is a recent graduate of 
Columbia College Chicago. He is now 
pursuing his dreams of Stand Up Comedy 
and Administrative Assistance. 
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John's voice is on an answering machine which Clare 
is speaking to in the past when in quotations. Clare's 
other lines are in the present. 
(BEEP) 
J - · Hey Girl . .. You go girl! ... You were good last 
night!" 
(BEEP) 
c - Thanks, John. 
(BEEP) 
J - "Hey Girt ..• Royal Family on Ch7 e1 11. • 
(BEEP) 
Ll'.e you watchin~ tbis? ~ -J here's still ao o.our 
left . .. Royal Farrtjly on Channel 11. • 
(BEEi?) 
J - "Well , you missed it ... missed the whole thing 
... call me." 
(BEEP) 
C - Okay ... the baby, Hany? He gets drunk in 
bars and it makes the papers ... he's that old, 
John. And William ... is finished with universi-
ty. Diana ... passed (were you around for 
that?) ... and the Queen Mum. Charles is 
married to this woman who wears very big hats . . . 
and somewhere in there, the Queen went on 
the radio and told the entire wortd she'd had an 
"annus horribilus. • 
(BEEP) 
J - · How is our sweet girt? ... How's the baby? 
Lottie . . . I love you!" 
(BEEP) 
J - "Put her on the phone when you get this . .. call 
me back and put her on the phone!" 
(BEEP) 
C - She's 17, John . .. She kisses boys .. . It 
would blow your fucking mind ... She's 1 7. 
Sometimes I look at her face . .. I think you'd 
still recognize her. 
(BEEP) 
J - "Girl . .. I've got to tell you .. . I almost blew up 
your kitchen last night .. . I'm not kidding .. . 
I'm trying to--11.!ke this pizza for Chartotte . .. but 
your stove, girt \ . didn't tell me you have to 
light i t! Practically singed off all my eyebrows 
when I finally figured it out. I mean it blew! · 
(BEEP) 
C - Yeah, stove hasn't changed John ... God!. .. 
(BEEP) 
J - "Girl ... I didn't mean to freak out tonight .. . 
it's just that ... when .. . when you picked up 
my glass .. . • 
(BEEP) 
C - I wasn 't going to drink out of it .. . (backtrack-
ing) I mean •.. I don 't think ... I don't even 
remember. 
(BEEP) 
J - ·Are you there? ... God ... This guy just delivered 
my first ·meals on wheels' . .. who could eat 
this shit ... It's like grade school cafeteria food.· 
(BEEP) 
C - Uhh . .. tried everything .. . milkshakes .. . 
soup ... Ted's homemade bread. You used to 
love that ... when you could swallow. 
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(BEEP) 
J - "Listen. I don't want to scare her ... She's so 
sweet." 
C - "You not going to scare her .. . .. [Separate/ 
... You never scared Charlotte . . . 
J - "Girl, are you sure about this?" 
C - (Angry) "Listen. It's Charlotte's birthday. 
Everything's planned .. . We're picking you up 
. . . going to the school . .. sitting in the kinder-
garten circle and hearing about how the angels 
brought us Charlotte ... It's all planned out." 
J - "Oh God ... " 
C - ':O.nd .. . my mom ·s coming." 
J - "Oh God, girt.• 
C - "It's alright .. . She's ... It's alright! We're all 
going!" 
J - ·oh God." 
C - Oid you know what was going on in my head 
that morning? How could you? Took everything 
you had just to do the day . . . 
You about ready to fly away ... Charlotte really 
just beginning to be earthbound ... and my 
mom ... with all her "I don ·t think John should 
be around Charlotte" worries .. . She just 
touches you .. . slips her arm around your waist 
to help you out of the car ... worries gone! 
So were you thinking about the angels like I 
was? When the teacher told the story about the 
angels who brought Charlotte to us ... were 
you wondering when yours would come back . .. 
and take you away with them? 
(BEEP) 
J - ''I'm back at Illinois Masonic . .. one room west 
of where I was the last time . .. See ya ... " 
C - (Running in . . . fumbling with phone) "Fuck ... 
. g I' . g J h I" com,n . . . m comin , o n. . .. 
C - When I think about you .. . those last few 
weeks ... I think .. . I think I still think in the 
present tense, John .. . 
. .. Your feet .. . rubbing your feet . . . and 
your mom and your sisters . .. and your brother 
. .. and you not knowing how to switch over 
from fighting to letting go ... and none of us 
knowing either . 
I wanted to tell you about birthing Charlotte and 
how I struggled ... physically ... to switch 
{over/ from managing the discomfort to pushing 
her out . . . But you were past conversation .. . 
so I just rubbed the strugg)e .. . down and out . . . 
down and out ... nobody can really tell you 
how to let go. 
(REALLY LONG BEEP . .. AND ... SILENCE) 
C - Steak and eggs ... that's what we ate the 
morning after you died. It was Kat's idea ... 
And we sang! . .. We sang you out good at your 
memorial. 
J - "You go girt ... " 
C - I will .. . 
J - "You go ... " 
C - I will ... you bet I will ... (Call out) ... Miss 
you, hon ... miss you. 
Clare's work as a performer includes almost 15 years witl> 
the Sweat Girls, the Chicago-based writlng/petformance 
group whose work includes I'm Sweating Under My Breasts. 
The MotherLOde and Cirque du Sweat, as well as her asso-
ciation with Blind Parrot Productions as Artistic Director. 
writer and actor. She is a/S() a long 
lime reacher of acting ar Columbia 
College and a teacher of preaching at 
Seabury Theological Seminary and 
through the Association of Chicago 
Theological Seminaries. 
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by JEFF GINSBERG 
(As the actor sets up an old aluminum folding beach chair, Patti Page sings 
"If you're fond of sand dunes and salty air 
Quaint little villages here and there--
You're sure to fall in love 
With old Cape Cod .. . ") 
Onset, Massachusetts 1960. The Ginsbergs summer there, broiling for two 
weekS in July. I'm eight years old and 800 lbs. White Haines V-neck t-shirt. Big, 
pink glasses. Huge boxy stiff blue Jantzen swim trunkS, size 
"husky." Sand in my crotch. Si tting in the waffled beach chair, 
I have so much ass for an eight year old that my cheekS graze the 
sand; I'm sinking, sinking, sinking to Peking. Salt water taffy, cokes 
from Bessie's Clam Shack. Gary, my skinny brother, three years 
younger and I both have crew cuts. Dad insists. Well, it is swelter-
ing. But I want to hide behind my bushy winter cut. Disappear. 
I am Schlemiel, the elephant in Fantasia, the morose one in the 
grey tutu who couldn'tjete and never smiled. The one Walt himself 
left on the cutting room floor in Burbank. 
I love to be buried in the sand. It's cool and my girth disappears. 
I see skinny, tanned boys diving off the bobbing wooden raft 20 yards from shore. 
I am intently focused on their swim trunkS, my pink glasses become magic binocu-
lars, enlarging, enlarging, enlarging each crease and bulge. I swelter in the sand, 
pint " fry" containers smelling of vinegar surround me, squinting toward the raft to 
catch a curl of hair above a waist band, the whiteness of ass bared when a kid 
climbs up the wooden ladder to the raft and the water weight and his effort drags 
that s1vim suit down. 
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Last time I swam out it took 
me forever to haul my load 
onto the raft. I kept tumbling 
back into Onset Bay. Grabbing 
the mossy, slippery rungs, 
falling back, hauling ass up, 
tumbling back. Smirk chuckle 
point laugh. Someday, I'll be 
George Reeves, Superman 
leaping onto the raft in a sin-
gle bound, perfect dive arcing 
into the salVsweet maroon lagoon. I'll swim so far so 
fast, glasses disappear, Haines t-shirt immolates from 
the sun and my speed, I'm naked and brown, no 
Jantzen trunks at all. 
New York City Columbus Ave. 1980 14 7 lbs. 
Red Gap V neck t-shirt under soft blue work shirt-
fake pearl snap buttons, contact lenses. Hand on my 
crotch. Bar stool. Bette Midler singing Old Cape Cod 
from the juke box. Gin and tonic. Bushy winter hair-
cut, a mop. I've wen sipping on a soda for hours, 
unable to break the ice. I want to swim, to swim out 
to the bar, sidle up to the skinny boys in jeans and 
lumberman shirts, black and red check, big walrus 
mustaches, Fleetwood Mac sideburns, hips jutting 
against the bar rail, huge thick belts, bronze belt 
buckles. I keep going up to the bar and tumbling 
back to my stool. Up to the bar and tumbling back, 
approaching, avoiding, approaching avoiding. 
Someday, I'll be Scorpio, the porn star of Centurians 
of Rome: sizzling eyes, 
great ass, and the mouth .. . 
I'll fuck so far, so last, no 
inhibitions at all, the fear 
disappearing, pearl buttons 
popping, the breathing, sigh-
ing, coming. I tumble out 
into the cold winter air on 
79th Street alone, swimming 
downtown to Grand Central 
Station, where the 11:39 PM 
commuter train takes me back to New Haven. I fold 
into the rock hard, inflexible plastic seats and pene-
trate a play. 
(Only twice in my life to this point have I peed in my 
pants with laughter: #1. Richard Dreyfuss riding an 
elephant when his parents take him on an African 
safari as his Bar Mitzvah present in The Apprentice-
ship of Duddy Kravitz. #2. Scorpio, climbing the 
steps, in full porn "centurion leather," of the Museum 
of Natural History on West 79th Street, which the 
filmmakers had doubled as the Roman Forum.) 
Chicago 2006 177 lbs. Grey Banana Republic v-
neck t-shirt. My crotch? A relic, an artifact. Black 
framed glasses, the middle-aged elem at For Eyes 
says that my students will think I look cool. Chestnut 
mop of hair gone. I haven't tasted a Coke since 
Archie's Place was cancelled. Salt water taffy? Since 
Sonny Bono died. Old Cape Cod? The Bourne Bridge 
is too crowded to push through to Provincetown. 
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I met a man at a bar in 1984, went home with him 
and never left. We've had 4 cats, 2 dogs, 4 trips 
to Paris, many road trips, lots of celebrations and 
blistering arguments and yet. .. sometimes, I think I 
could have used a duenna watching out for me that 
February night at 7:30 PM, to have saved me from 
22 years of animals, figllts, celebrations, his cooking 
(rotini with radishes, ONLY radishes as a cold summer 
salad!) . Sometimes not. 
Two AIDS tests during that time. Both negative. The 
first one, a sweet colleague at Columbia accompanied 
me. While a cataclysmic storm was raging outside (a 
sure omen of the results, I thougllt) my friend stroked 
my shirt and kept intoning in a Maya Angelou like 
voice "the blood is clean, the blood is clean.· It was. 
The 8 -year-old in the chair afraid of jumping in and 
starring at swim trunks, the 27-year-old virginal actor 
in one of Manhattan's hottest bars afraid of hooking 
up, conspired to save my 54 year old ass. 
Someday I'll be me, unafraid, swimming, swimming, 
swimming out, Patti Page my duenna and Bette 
Midler my mermaid, accompanying me to the raft 
in Onset Bay, George Reeves and Scorpio hoist me 
up effortlessly, and there's a dripping wet, tanned, 
expectant opportunity. Do I approach? Do I avoid? 
Do I tumble back in and swim to dry land? 
I want the wet. 
,.. j I 
Jeff Ginsberg is an actor, director 
and theater educator who has been 
a part of the Theater Faculty at 
Columbia College Chicago for 
20 years. 
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by JULIENNE RENCHER 
(sitting on a piano) I can't remember who the per-
son who wanted to do this performance was. 
Obviously it's me r m doing i t, but I'm not the girl I 
was in September. 
Originally I was going to dance for you to interviews 
of people who had or whose loved ones had HIV or 
AIDS. I went to interview a man and when I sat 
down he said, "So what do you want some maudlin 
crap?" And I did. As the interviews went on I felt 
more and more distant and I just wanted to run 
away because what could I possible know about this 
disease. No amount of interviews or deep contrac-
tions would get me any closer to understanding the 
suffering of people with HIV or AIDS. 
And you know what I don ·t want to know. Yep, I 
don't want to know I'm 23 and fabulous. I have a 
fabulous apartment, fabulous friends, I pick them 
up in my fabulous new car and we find a fabulous 
place to drink martinis. And I have fabulous unpro-
tected sex that no one not Oprah or Magic Johnson 
or the down-tow or even the fact that AIDS is the 
#1 killer of black women in my age group can take 
away from me. No it's my right. I'm not going to let 
anyone take that away from me. 
I have another secret to share since we're letting the 
cat out of the bag. I'm a deeply selfish human being. 
I flirted my way to a free subscription of Chicago 
Tribune. I really just wanted the tank top. I read them 
for a while, but it was more of an accessory for me. I 
wanted the people walking by to stop and think 
(gasp) ·;she can read too." "How does she read and 
look so good at the same time?'" Those Tribunes are 
piled in front of my door touched only so the neigh-
bors don't think I'm inconsiderate. I don't care about 
anyone but myself. I don·t want to read about death 
and corruption and the destruction of the universe 
because I would so much rather not know. 
So, I'm listening to these stories about death and 
decay and I don't want to know. And I'm dancing, 
and I'm thinking about the maudlin man talking 
about this nurse who would visit people on their 
deathbed and say "This must be so hard for you." 
They would of course burst into tears and this was 
her opportunity to comfort them, saint that she is. 
This made it impossible for him to do his job. He 
fucking hated her. She felt better without caring if 
they fell apart. I'm dancing and I know that I don't 
want to know. 
There is nothing romantic about this anymore. 
I'm 23. I'm fabulous and I lied. I do know I have 
eaten from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. 
Knowledge is dangerous because once you have it 
you can't take it back. There's nothing romantic 
about shitting yourself. There's nothing romantic 
about being so lost in dementia that you forget about 
your fabulous life and your fabulous clothes. There's 
nothing romantic about being abandoned by all your 
fabulous friends. 
Now knowledge had its noose around my neck and 
I'm being held responsible. God forbid I might have 
to start reading the paper. That's the thing about 
knowledge, it cramps your style. 
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